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Let’s talk about sealing these projectors up. There are four places you want to use sealant:

1. Between the reflector bowl and the stainless steel adapter plate.
2. Between the stainless steel adapter plate and the plastic housing adapter.
3. Around the bi-xenon motor plug.
4. Between the bulb box and the bulb box lid.

The first picture shows where on the reflector bowl you need sealant, on the plastic housing
adapter, and around the bi-xenon connector. Plug in the connector and wire harness BEFORE
sealing the bi-xenon connector opening.

ADAPTER PLATE

Carefully put a layer of sealant around the
mating surface of the reflector bowl. I found
the best method for this is to place small
dabs of sealant around the edge and then I
use my finger to carefully spread it out.



Once you have that spread out, carefully place the metal adapter plate on to the reflector bowl,
place the bi-xenon switch and shield on top of that, and then finally the projector on top of that.
Work your way around both sides of the projector with the new screws provided with your kit.



ADDED:

After you have the projector assemblies
completed, do a visual inspection around
on the backside of the reflector bowl to
make sure there is sufficient sealant all
the way around (area highlighted in
picture to right). I like to make sure there
is a consistent amount of sealant pressed
out between the plate and reflector bowl.
If there appears to be any gaps, run a
small bead along that edge. Pay close
attention to what would be the bottom of
the projector bowl.

To double check your work, take the
assembly and a flashlight into a dark
room and shine the flashlight through the
projector and see if there is any light
escaping. This is something you can do
when it is completely assembled, too. I
have caught some gaps doing this with
putting together retrofits and it’s much
easier to add a dab of sealant now instead
of when it’s completely assembled and in
the car.

BI-XENON PLUG

With that assembled, I like to do the bi-xenon
connector next because it gives you the most
amount of room to get the sealant in place. If you
install this on the adapter now, it will be harder to
seal in this spot. What I do is shove the tip of the
tube of sealant behind the connector and place a
relatively large glob and then slowly lay down a
bead around the rest of the connector. I take a small
screwdriver (toothpick, stick, straw, whatever you
want) and carefully spread it out so all of the gaps
are sealed. You don’t want to force the sealant into
the gap because it could ooze out into the projector.



The next step is to place sealant on the mating surface of the plastic adapter as seen below.
Again, place a few small dabs of sealant and use your finger to spread it out. With the adapter
standing up, I feed the wires through the adapter and bring it up to the stainless steel adapter
plate. Once it’s in place, hold it while you get a couple screws started to secure your projector
assembly to the adapter. Tighten all the screws and let it dry for a little while.

At this point, you’re ready to install the adapter into the headlight housing. All of the housings
come with foam cord inside the groove that seals the adapter to the headlight housing. Because
they do not make foam o-rings in this specific size, there is a seam where the two ends of the
foam cord meet. What I have been doing is placing a small dab of sealant over that seam before
installing into the headlight housing. When the adapter is installed and tightened down, I believe
that it would not be an issue, but it’s an extra level of security to have the dab of sealant.

The last place for sealant is on the Bulb Box. There is a tutorial for
installing the Bulb Box on the website. Again, this is best done with
your finger. Place a thin coat of sealant along the highlighted edge of
the bulb box before installing the lid. I’d recommend testing your
headlights and ensuring everything works before doing this. As an
added level of security, I placed a desiccant pouch inside the bulb box
before final installation.


